March 20, 2020

The Civil Rights Museum’s Response to COVID-19

Dear Visitors and Supporters,

The International Civil Rights Center & Museum has closed public access until further notice, suspending visitor tours. As we make further adjustments to our activities, with changing conditions, we will post them in a timely manner on our website.

The leadership of the ICRCM will continue to monitor the ongoing situation with the novel Coronavirus and COVID-19. Our staff are being updated regularly as we discuss the latest developments and recommendations from local, regional, and national health organizations such as the Greensboro Department of Health and Human Services, the North Carolina Department of Health, and the United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

During this down time, we are taking the opportunity of this hiatus in our regular hours to update and modify our operations to provide an improved visitor experience when we reopen. If you have booked a tour of the Museum for over the next months and feel that you must postpone or reschedule, you may contact our main office line at 336-274-9199 and ask to speak with the scheduling office to make adjustments to your reservation or simply leave a message.

Thank you for visiting and we urge you to you help keep yourself and the community safe.

Sincerely,

John L. Swaine

John L. Swaine, CEO
International Civil Rights Center & Museum
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